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QUESTION 1

You have a developer laptop with the Cloud SDK installed on Ubuntu. The Cloud SDK was installed from the Google
Cloud Ubuntu package repository. You want to test your application locally on your laptop with Cloud Datastore. What
should you do? 

A. Export Cloud Datastore data using gcloud datastore export. 

B. Create a Cloud Datastore index using gcloud datastore indexes create. 

C. Install the google-cloud-sdk-datastore-emulator component using the apt get install command. 

D. Install the cloud-datastore-emulator component using the gcloud components install command. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://cloud.google.com/sdk/docs/downloads-apt-get 

The question is not about the datastore command itself but from where we should run the update command on the
Ubuntu to install the component. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using Deployment Manager to create a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster. Using the same Deployment
Manager deployment, you also want to create a DaemonSet in the kube-system namespace of the cluster. You want a
solution that uses the fewest possible services. What should you do? 

A. Add the cluster\\'s API as a new Type Provider in Deployment Manager, and use the new type to create the
DaemonSet. 

B. Use the Deployment Manager Runtime Configurator to create a new Config resource that contains the DaemonSet
definition. 

C. With Deployment Manager, create a Compute Engine instance with a startup script that uses kubectl to create the
DaemonSet. 

D. In the cluster\\'s definition in Deployment Manager, add a metadata that has kube-system as key and the DaemonSet
manifest as value. 

Correct Answer: A 

Adding an API as a type provider 

This page describes how to add an API to Google Cloud Deployment Manager as a type provider. To learn more about
types and type providers, read the Types overview documentation. 

A type provider exposes all of the resources of a third-party API to Deployment Manager as base types that you can use
in your configurations. These types must be directly served by a RESTful API that supports Create, Read, Update, and 

Delete (CRUD). 

If you want to use an API that is not automatically provided by Google with Deployment Manager, you must add the API
as a type provider. 
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https://cloud.google.com/deployment-manager/docs/configuration/type-providers/creating-type-provider 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an application that uses Cloud Spanner as a database backend to keep current state information about users.
Cloud Bigtable logs all events triggered by users. You export Cloud Spanner data to Cloud Storage during daily
backups. One of your analysts asks you to join data from Cloud Spanner and Cloud Bigtable for specific users. You
want to complete this ad hoc request as efficiently as possible. What should you do? 

A. Create a dataflow job that copies data from Cloud Bigtable and Cloud Storage for specific users. 

B. Create a dataflow job that copies data from Cloud Bigtable and Cloud Spanner for specific users. 

C. Create a Cloud Dataproc cluster that runs a Spark job to extract data from Cloud Bigtable and Cloud Storage for
specific users. 

D. Create two separate BigQuery external tables on Cloud Storage and Cloud Bigtable. Use the BigQuery console to
join these tables through user fields, and apply appropriate filters. 

Correct Answer: D 

D is the correct answer, 

An external data source is a data source that you can query directly from BigQuery, even though the data is not stored
in BigQuery storage. 

BigQuery supports the following external data sources: 

Amazon S3 

Azure Storage 

Cloud Bigtable 

Cloud Spanner 

Cloud SQL 

Cloud Storage 

Drive 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to select and configure a cost-effective solution for relational data on Google Cloud Platform. You are working
with a small set of operational data in one geographic location. You need to support point-in-time recovery. What should
you do? 

A. Select Cloud SQL (MySQL). Verify that the enable binary logging option is selected. 

B. Select Cloud SQL (MySQL). Select the create failover replicas option. 

C. Select Cloud Spanner. Set up your instance with 2 nodes. 
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D. Select Cloud Spanner. Set up your instance as multi-regional. 

Correct Answer: A 

A is Correct. You must enable binary logging to use point-in-time recovery. Enabling binary logging causes a slight
reduction in write performance. https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/backup-recovery/backups 

 

QUESTION 5

You are running a data warehouse on BigQuery. A partner company is offering a recommendation engine based on the
data in your data warehouse. The partner company is also running their application on Google Cloud. They manage the
resources in their own project, but they need access to the BigQuery dataset in your project. You want to provide the
partner company with access to the dataset. What should you do? 

A. Create a Service Account in your own project, and grant this Service Account access to BigQuery in your project. 

B. Create a Service Account in your own project, and ask the partner to grant this Service Account access to BigQuery
in their project. 

C. Ask the partner to create a Service Account in their project, and have them give the Service Account access to
BigQuery in their project. 

D. Ask the partner to create a Service Account in their project, and grant their Service Account access to the BigQuery
dataset in your project. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://gtseres.medium.com/using-service-accounts-across-projects-in-gcp-
cf9473fef8f0#:~:text=Go%20to%20the%20destination%20project,Voila! 
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